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There were a lot of parts compa-
nies around when I opened LPT in 
2005. Five years had passed since 
I sold my first creation, Parts Now, 
and much had changed. Yes, there 
were many vendors, but little quality. 
The emphasis was no longer there. I 
changed that, establishing universal 
quality control on all LPT remanufac-
tured products. Nine years later, there 
are fewer printer parts vendors. Time 
has proven our strategy. 

LPT is the most reliable printer parts 
vendor because I built it on a firm 
foundation of quality.

• A steady hand. We've seen 
many mergers and acquisitions of 
parts vendors in recent years. LPT on 
the other hand, has had one owner. 

• Familiarity. LPT is a rock-solid, 
middle-sized business of 70 employ-
ees with an average of seven years in 
our industry, many with 15-20+ years.

• Pride. LPT fusers are made in the 
USA, by our staff. The competition are 
turning to overseas labor and are dis-
tancing themselves from the reality of 
mechanical repair. 

• Consistency. Every LPT fuser is 
tested and inspected. 

• Dedication. We believe in busi-
ness relationships rather than send-
ing accounts to a pool of reps.

Reliability never goes out of style. 
There are other ways of  holding on 
to customers, but being rock steady is 
the best. 

—David K. Reinke

EdIToRIAL

Proudly Reliable

• AMERICAN-MADE PRINTER PARTS
• CONSISTENT QUALITY CONTROL

•KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
• STEADY LEADERSHIP

CALL FoR PRICInG
888-444-8778

Liberty Parts team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy. Madison, WI 53713

www.lbrty.com

Proud?
Very!
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Bringing you the Best

Liberty Parts Team now offers a re-
built M4555 fusing assembly. They 
are remanufactured in the US by 
our  staff and are individually tested 
and inspected to reduce warranties.

The fuser, RM1-7395, looks like the 
P4015 fuser, but  with a center de-
livery roller and a redesigned heat-
ing element. The element is similar 
to what is found in the HP M60X 
series and appears to be reliable. 
This printer uses the toner car-
tridge for the M60X series machine 
(CE390A/X), and the menus are 
similar.

About the M4555 series
It is somewhat similar to the P4015 
series.  Its print speed of 55 ppm and 
duty cycle of 250,000 letter pages 
are slightly better than the P4015 
(but less than the P4515). The parts 
and menus are different, however.

There are four versions: -f, -h, -fskm, 
and the base model. The fully 
loaded M4555fskm offers a 3X500 
paper feeder with stand and a 
900-sheet, 3-bin mailbox.  All come 
with a color touchscreen, on a rotat-
able control panel. 

Standard with M4555fskm 
(CE504A) 
 100-sheet multipurpose tray 1
 500-sheet tray 2
 3 x 500-sheet Feeder with Stand
 900-sheet 3-bin Stapling Mailbox
 High Performance Hard Disk
 HP LaserJet MFP Analog Fax Ac-

cessory 500

Standard with M4555fskm 
(CE504A) 
 100-sheet multipurpose tray 1
 500-sheet tray 2
 1 x 500-sheet Feeder with Cabinet
 High Performance Hard Disk
 HP LaserJet MFP Analog Fax Ac-

cessory 500
 500-sheet output bin

Standard with M4555h 
(CE738A) 
 100-sheet multipurpose tray 1
 500-sheet tray 2
 High Performance Hard Disk
 500-sheet output bin

M4555 Fuser , RM1-7395

Remanufactured in the uSA
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PRInTER TECH ARTICLE 

Unintended 
multiple Copies

PROBLEM. 
Multiple copies produced when a 

single print is requested.

SOLUTION. 
Change the "Copies" printer menu 

setting to "1."

EXPLANATION.
 Most printers have a menu setting 

for “Copies”that is useful for testing 
toner cartridges and fusers, but is po-
tentially confusing for the end user. 

On the 4200/4300 series, for ex-
ample, the copies setting is found in 
the Printing submenu under Configure 
Device, and the allowable range of val-
ues is 1 to 32,000. If the value is set to 
100, for example, the printer will print 
100 copies of whatever you tell it to 
print – including not only jobs from the 
computer, but also internal prints like 
configuration pages. Most of the time, 
you just want to print single copies, and 
so the default setting is “COPIES = 1”.

Few are aware that this setting ex-
ists, so it is not surprising that we get 
calls complaining that a printer is print-
ing unwanted multiples. This can be a 
software/driver setting as well, but it 
usually just turns out to be the “Copies” 
setting. Set it (and any corresponding 
settings on the computer) to “COPIES 
= 1” unless you specifically want to print 
multiple copies.

LPt

CoPy/MoPy PRoBlEMS
on the next two pages we will help you 
troubleshoot two common problems 
relating to copy and/or mopy functions. 
Both are more likely to occur on regular 
printers than on MFPs. Although we will be 
using the HP LaserJet 4200 for our examples, 
specific details of menus and drivers may 
differ on other models.

DEFINITIoNS

Mopy:  to print more than one copy of a 
document from the original printer, as opposed 
to printing one original and then using another 
separate machine to make copies.

Mopier: a printer that is capable of mopying. 
Just about any modern printer can do what we 
have defined as mopying, but the word mopier 
is usually reserved for large multifunction printers 
with automatic document feeders, flatbed 
scanners, output stackers/sorters, etc., that can 
function as printers and/or copiers.

SERvICE EDgE is the quarterly laser 
printer tech bulletin of Liberty Parts Team.

Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke

Editor: Robert Reinke

Writers: Dennis Kosterman, Robert Reinke

©2013 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
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PRInTER TECH ARTICLE 

Unable to store Job at Printer

Sometimes print jobs trigger "Unable to Store Job…Install Hard 
Drive" messages. The printer produces a form that says: Unable to 
store job at printer. Reason: Printer not configured to collate. Solution: 
Install EIO hard disk.

If, in fact, you were trying to collate, install a hard disk. 
If you were not attempting to collate, change the computer's 

printer driver settings for "Storage" (or "Collate" or "Mopy," de-
pending on the model).  

EXPLANATION.
To collate without a hard drive, a printer has must work in piece-

meal fashion. It receives a couple of pages at a time, prints them, 
requests more, and when finishing the document, starts the process 
over for the next copy. With a printer hard drive, the computer sends 
the job just once, saving time and network traffic. 

To collate, the proper settings, “Storage” or “Collate” or “Mopy” 
(sometimes more than one of these), must be enabled. If they are 
turned off, the computer will send the job 10 times if it needs 10 cop-
ies.

This brings us to a common problem. If the settings just men-
tioned are turned on, but the printer does not have a hard disk drive, 
you will get an error message (usually in the form of an error page 
that prints after the first copy) saying the printer is not configured to 
collate and couldn't store the job. It also requests the installation of 
a hard disk.

People get alarmed by this and think there is something wrong 
with the printer, but in most cases, the printer is fine – it’s just being 
told to do something it cannot do. If you need to collate (or to store 
the job on the printer for some other reason), you will need to add 
a hard disk. But in most cases that we have encountered, people 
do not want to collate, and may not even be printing multiple cop-
ies. Often, the job is small enough that the printer wouldn’t need to 
store it anyway – but just having those settings turned on in the com-
puter is apparently enough to cause the error condition.

So the solution is to go into the driver and turn off those settings. 
The details will vary between different printer models and operat-
ing systems. Basically, you need to get into the printer driver (in Win-
dows XP, for example, you would click on Start, then Printers and 
Faxes, and then right-click on the printer icon to access the printer 
properties). Then go to Device Settings or Configure or Advanced 
Printing Features, and turn off anything that refers to job storage, col-
lation, or mopying (“Mopy Enabled” or “Mopier Mode”). Once you 
do this, jobs should print normally.

LPt
Collate: to sort multiple copies 
into sequences of individual page 
order, one sequence for each 
copy, especially before binding.

LPt now 
offers both 

UPS and 
FedEx 

discounted 
shipping.
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THE HIDDEN MENU
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CoMPAny

Peterson Joins lPT

Dana Peter-
son joined LPT 
in October as 
an account ex-
ecutive. He 
worked as a 
service man-
ager at a docu-

ment management firm and as a 
salesperson at pn before joining 
LPT.

“It’s refreshing to join a compa-
ny with the reputation for reliabil-
ity that LPT has," he says. "They 
put as much care into their prod-
ucts as they do their employees 
and customers." 

Dana is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Wis. at Milwaukee.

SPECIAlS
VALID THRU JAN. 15, 2014, WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

RM1-3131-R 
REMANUFACTURED FUSER 
FOR COLOR LJ 4700, 4730 AND CP4005 
oUTRIGHT: $149

RM1-4554-RA 
REMANUFACTURED FUSER 
FOR LJ P4014, P4015 AND P4515 
EXCHANGE: $139

RM1-1082-R 
REMANUFACTURED FUSER 
FOR LJ 4250 AND 4350
EXCHANGE: $89

J7934A-N 
NEW JETDIRECT 620N 
oUTRIGHT: $99

J7934A-R 
REMANUFACTURED JETDIRECT 620N 
oUTRIGHT: $69

lPT remanufactured 
fusers are rebuilt, in-
dividually tested and 
inspected in the USA.

CAll Toll FREE 
888-444-8778
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PRInTER TECH ARTICLE 

Setting MFP Default 
Copy Darkness

This article will show how to set the 
default copy darkness on HP multi-func-
tion printers so that you don’t have to 
adjust the temporary setting every time 
you make a copy. 

Note that this article concerns the 
default darkness of copies, not prints.

Most MFPs offer two ways to set the 
darkness for copies: 

•	 a temporary setting that is easily 
accessible on the touch screen, ; 

•	 a default setting, hidden in the 
menus. 

Most users do not know about the 
hidden default setting and get frustrat-
ed when their MFP darkness settings 
revert. 

M4555CM4540

M5025/35

CM4730

M3035CM3530

Administration>Copy Settings
>Image Adjustment>darkness

Administration>default Job options
>Image Adjustment>darkness/density

CM6030, CM6040

Configure device > originals>density

4345 90x0mfp4730

M4345 M9050 M525 M575

Administration>default Job options
>default Job options for originals 

>Image Adjustment>darkness.

Administration>Copy Settings
>Image Adjustment>darkness.

With most touchscreen printers, the 
darkness setting is accessed by scroll-
ing down to Administration. The fact it 
is necessary to scroll to it has kept this 
setting a secret.  This method includes 
the CMxxxx and Mxxxx with touch-
screens and some of the new Pro and 
Enterprise models. 

The Pro M425, a 2012 model, uses 
a simpler approach: press Copy, make 
changes, and set as default if you want 
to. Non-touchscreen Mxxx models are 
similar.

LPt

Menu Variations 
of Touchscreen 

LaserJets
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SETTING DEFAUlT CoPy DARkNESS oN MFPS WITH ToUCHSCREENS
Configure 

Device
>Originals

>Density

Administration
>Default Job Options

>Image Adjustment
>Darkness/Density

Administration
>Copy Settings

>Image Adjustment
>Darkness 

Administration
>Default Job Options

>Default Options for Originals
>Image Adjustment

>Darkness

Copy
>Settings, make 

your adjustments 
>Set as New 

Defaults.

Administration
>Copy Settings
>Image Adjust-

ment
>Darkness

4345 x

4730 x

90x0mfp x

9500mfp x

CM3530 x

CM4540 x

CM4730 x

CM6030/40 x

M425 x

M525 x

M575 x

M3027/35 x

M4345 x

M4555 x

M5025/35 x

M9040/50 x

SETTING DEFAUlT CoPy DARkNESS oN MFPS WITHoUT ToUCHSCREENS

Copy Menu (button)
>Image Adjustment

>Lightness
Select Set as New De-

faults in copy menu.

The default copying 
darkness can't be 

changed by the user. 
There are control panel 
buttons for controlling 

darkness setting, but 
this resets after a minute 

or two.

Press Setup
 (or Menu/Enter)

>Copy Setup 
(or Copy Settings/Copy)

>Def. Light/Dark

Copy Setup 
>Default Contrast.

Copy
>Settings

>Lighter/Darker
Select Set as New De-

faults under Settings.

3015 x

3050 x

3100, 3150 x

3200 x

33x0 x

4100/01 
mfp  x

CM1312 x

CM1410 x

CM2320 x

M175 x

M375 x

M475 x

M1005 x

M1120 x

M1522 x

M1530 x

M2727 x
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lPT Gear Grease:

The Warranty killer

LPT gear grease is a high viscid 
lubricant recommended for all the 
gears, gear kits and gear assemblies 
we sell. Some of these products are 
listed on this page. Putting a dab 
on your fuser gears and swing plate 
assemblies is an inexpensive way to 
enhance the life and performance of 
your customers' printers. 

To order, contact your rep toll 
free at the numbers below, or call 
us at 888-444-8778. Note that LPT 
gear grease is for gears only. Sleeve 
grease is available separately.

LPt

• KIT-4015-GR

• KIT-5200-DD

• KIT-5200-GR

• KIT-P3005-GR

• KIT-P3015-GR

• RM1-0043-GRB 
(42xx/43xx swing 
plate gear & spacer)

 

Gear Assemblies 

• RC2-2432-A 
(P4015 series fuser 
drive assembly, 
aftermarket

• RM1-0043-A 
(42xx/43xx swing 
plate assembly, 
aftermarket)

 

Individual gears:

LPT stocks hundreds 
of individual gears. 
All are ungreased, 
including the OEM 
gears.

Gear Kits for HP LaserJet printers

LPT Gear Grease Goes with 
These Printer Parts & More

dIRECT, ToLL-FREE LInES FoR 
LPT ACCounT EXECuTIVES

BRAD Janusiak: (866) 540-9176

BRITTANY O'Donnell: (866) 540-9173

BRUCE Davis: (866) 334-4184

COLLEEN Krantz: (866) 540-9167

DAN Cassidy: (866) 650-6771

DANA Peterson: (866) 540-9170

DAVE Gress: (866) 540-9168

GONzO Casas: (866) 540-9171

KAS Schafer: (866) 540-9172

MIKE Meinholz: (866) 650-1289

ROBERT Rioldi: (866) 650-1290

RICHARD Jordan: (866) 540-9175
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PRInTER TECH ARTICLE

Image Displacement
A trouble-shooting scheme for image 
shifting and skewing in HP LaserJet printers

1 Print an engine test
a  If the problem remains, it is a print engine problem. Go to 3.
b If the problem disappears, the problem is with the printer formatter 

or with the computer. Go to 2.

2 Print a configuration page. 
a If the problem disappears, it is a computer problem. 
b If the image displacement continues, it is the formatter.

3 Is the image shifted (but not skewed or stretched) in the direction of 
paper movement ? If not, go to 4. If yes, print from all input trays using 
paper path tests.   
a If the problem occurs in all trays, replace the registration assembly 

(either the registration clutch let the paper go too far, or the 
registration rollers didn’t move it far enough).

b If it only occurs in certain trays, the printer is formatting the image for 
a different size than the paper’s actual size due to faulty paper-size 
detection. Check paper-size detection by printing a Configuration 
Page. On this page is an information block titled “Paper Trays and 
Options”. It will list all cassettes, and in parentheses after each 
one, what paper size the printer is detecting for that cassette. If this 
doesn’t match what’s actually in the cassette, you know you have a 
size detection problem.  
1 Check the cassette for breakage or irregularity that would lead to 

faulty size detection. 
2 Check the printer menu to see if a wrong paper size has been 

assigned. 
3 Replace the size sensing board.

4 Is the image shifted perpendicular to the direction of paper move-
ment?
a Small shift: adjust the cassette. 
b Large shift: if you haven't run the engine test described in step 1, do 

so now. If the engine test shows the same problem, it is a paper size 
detection problem. If it is ok, it is a formatting problem (step 2).

A note on WX-Engine Printers
WX-engine laser printers (HP LaserJet 5Si, 8000, 8100 and 8150) are es-

pecially prone to image displacement issues due to the design of the transfer 
assembly, which has a cover that must be snapped into place. If left undone, 
the image will be skewed (rotated) along one edge of the paper. Check the 
transfer assembly carefully any time you have an image displacement prob-
lem that seems to originate in the toner/transfer area, especially if the prob-
lem begins after installing the transfer roller or maintenance kit.

LPt

Direction Paper Moves
 in Laser Printers
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